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and L.A. Cistovic 
Translated fro~ Russian by Ilse Lehiste 
This book sets fo::-th some reeults of investi~ations in the 
.-1eas of psychology, physiolop;:r, and exnerirnental ntonetics, directed 
tovards t:ie elucidation of the nechanism of sneech ne::-centicn b;l 
humans. On the basis qf these data and the apµlication of net~ods 
of the theories of' complex systems and pe.ttern reco.~ni tion, a 
nle.usible l:'.odel of sreech perception by htuna.ns is Dresented. 
The vork ma..v be of interest to s~ecialists working in t~e 
area of the automatic recognition of s~eech siP.nals: mathematician", 
engineers, physiologists, psychologists, and lina:uists. 
1. Introduction 
T'b.e authors of this •..rork are united in the conviction thfl.t the 
elaboration of a model for speech verception b;r humans coinci:'les iP. 
practice with the elaboration of a s;:stem of automatic recof:;ni tion 
of a sufficiently larP,e set of speech events. 
It is not necessarf (and, for the time bein.r::, r.ot nossible) to 
demand complete structural isomorphism bet~een the human speech 
perception system and the system of automatic reco~nition of s~eech 
signals. One can, however, hope for a functional resc:iblance 
between the model and the orisinal. 
In the process of developin,<:; the model, it is u.'1.avoidable 
that auestions arise which are inaccessible {or accessibl~ ~ith 
diffi~ult~r} to direct exne::dmental investi;,:ation. Insuffici!'.!nt 
information is then supplemented b~ p;uesses and assumptions, ~he 
first natural test whicn these assur.i.ptions must meet consists in 
the requi~ement t~at the model which has been set un usin~ thesP. 
assumntions must be efficient. ?his. of cour~e, cannot he established 
before the model is converted into a technical construct or a 
rnac~ine alsorithm. 
Is it impossible to solve the nroblem of constructinf": a model 
of' s-peech perception in a purely formal wa,v? 
Fo::- exa.mnle, let us tr;r to look at the procedure of sneech 
reco~nition fro~ the point of view of the theorJ of co~olex ,,~rster.r. 
[lJ. If one does not demand structural i.somornhisr.i bet·,reen naturaJ 
structures and those to be desip;ned, then it is r,ossi"::JJ.e t0 ;:i.ssur:e 
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e.n infinite number of variants of the automatic speech recognition 
device. Optimal will be the automaton that will reco;:mize a 
given lexicon with the required reliability P0 at a minimal cost n. Obviously R will be a. function of the cost of memory ele,i.ents 
(short-term as well as lon~-term memory) and other ele~ents 
which enter the construction. 
!IardlY any speech researc:1er believes e.t the moment that a. 
sufficiently large set of words can be reco~nized immediately from 
current parar:i.eter values of the speech sip.:nal, It is the exnerience 
o~ many laboratories that this method of approach is justified only 
when the vocabulary does not exceed 20-25 vords. 
For more con:plex tasks, multi-stage hierarchical structures 
of recognition devices a.re usually proposed. A general block 
diagram of a multi-stage recognition device is presented on Fi~. 1. 
Figure 1 
Here Xi constitutes the description of the si~nal at the 
input to the i-th level of perception. The classifier Di, with 
the help of certain rules ("decision functionsn) makes the decision 
whether a.n unknown vector-realization x1 belongs to this or that 
element of the alphabet Si with a reliability Pi. The sequence 
of elements Si constitutes the selection space Xi+l of the next 
( i + 1th) level o:r the recognition device. 
The diagra'n given on Fig. 1 is a general scheme vhich nay 
serve as a skeleton model for the analysis of existin~ artificial 
as well as natural hierarchical recognition devices. T:.~e analysis 
is reduced to deterru.nation of the number of levels c>21d the 
structural elements of each level X, D, S, and P, and the nature 
of the interaction between these elements. 
Externally gi•ren requirements for the planner are uaually the 
speech signal f(t) at the input, the lexicon S0 , and the reliability 
P0 ,at the output of the system. All intermediate blocks may he 
selected arbitrarily. 
First of all, it is indispensable to implement the transition 
from f( t) to a more compact and at the sa>ne time sufficiently 
informative description x1 . It is possible to try several, for 
ex8.ll1ple ,,k1", variants of descri:;:rtion. Certain short speecr. 
elements S1 vill be recognized a.ccordin~ to this description vith  
a reliability P1, afte!" them--ele!"!ent.s S2 in their turn, etc.  
Classifiers may have a. different structure at every level, It  
would be desirable to exs:nine several ("r") versions of al~orithms  
for decision-ma.kin~.  
There are no formal limitations on the inte:rnediate alphabets  
S1, At everJ level it is possible to examine the suitability of  
"q1' variants of t.he alphabet. I:' tr.e mmber of stages equals m,  
then N different variants of recognition s:rstems a.re subject to  
exwnination, whereby  
m-1 
:I= kl X rl X '11 X r2 X q2, .... I'm: kl X :"m, n riqi, 
i=l 
For the sake of simPlicity, let us asswne that k~,=r1·=o-=n. Then .,_ - ' -1 n = n~rn, and when m = 4, and n = 5, H = 360,000.- It :is clear 
that the exe..'!lination of so Tl'l&'l;! variants is practically :mpossible, 
especially conside:-ing the fact that each va.ria.,t represe:i.ts a very 
cumbersome task. The most e:xpe(.ient is the follovinP;; 'biotic' 
approach: for a first approximation to the optimal schema, the 
variant should be selected which incorporates all reliably known 
facts concerning the ph:rsiolog:r and psycholop;y of speech percept.ion. 
Later on it might be attempted to find the best approxitation to 
the optimum in the neighborhood of the point represented by this 
ve.riant. 
As was noted above, the r,enera.1 operatinF, criterion for 
testing the quality of systems being- projected is the su.-:m:a.ry 
complexity (cost) or the system R, complyinR: with the li:r:lite.ticns 
r ( t) , S and ? 0 • It is possible to determine the complexity· of0
each stage separately. For example, the complexity of the 
classifier Di is a function of such quantities as the extent of 
the selection space (i.e. the number or elements in the lexicon 
of the precedinPs stage Si-1), the number of elements to be ~ecognize<l 
Si and the t:rpe of the decision function Di . ":he select.ion of D, r:'le1ienii:.· 
in turn on the recmired reliability of recoµ;n:: tion ?, ar.c:. on the level o~· 
reliability Pi-1 w:ith which the elements 81-1 had been reco~nized. 
Tnerefore 
Unfort.unately the shape of this function is unknown: it is 
not kno'.m. how the reliability of recognition Pi-1 is related to Pi, 
that is, what mista.~es in the recognition of elements Si are induced 
by mistakes ma.de in the recognition of elements at the precedin~ 
level Si-1· At a.v rate, the fom of this dependence must be 
determined experimentally (that is, it is necessary to construct 
and test a. concrete automatic machine). This constitutes the basic 
reason why up to now it has not been possible to optimize a 
hierarchical structure by formal methods of optimization of the 
tY})e employed in linear or dynm:iic programming;. For settin.r; up a 
more detailed schema of the automatic machine at ea.ch level it is 
there~ore indispensable to return to kn~m f~cts ubout the perception 
of speech signals. 
Thus both the investigators of speech pe~ception (phoneticians,  
psycnologists, physiologists) a.nd the specialists in the automatic  
recognitio.n of speech (m.a.thema.ticianf;; and eneineers) are now  
equally interested in setting up a first ve~sion of a speech  
perception model which would incorporate in a...~ unequivocal manner  
positively knovn facts about speech perception by humans. The  
present paper reflects the first stage of our collective efforts  
in this direction.  
In the beginning of the paper (§2} facts and assmi.ptions are  
presented re.~arding the structure of a model of speech rerceution.  
This is followed by a.?1 exposition of some elements of t:1is model  
( §§3, 4, 5). The pa.per concludes with a scheme and description  
(§6) of a plausible (from our :1oi~t of view) version o:f a.. model  
of the recognition of speech siRna.ls.  
2. Structure of the Speech Perception Model 
As soon as we define the final result of s~eech nercention as 
understanding the mea.r:ing of the co:r:ununication, a.na demar.rl that it 
should be possible to understand sentences that have never been 
heard before, it becomes obvious that the process or nerception 
must be hiera.rc~ically organized. 
In order to understand the meanine of a sentence it is 
indispensable to have at one 1 s disposal a description of the s:rntactic 
structure of the sentence. In order to ca.r:r.r through a syntactic 
analysis, it is indispensable to have the sentence first divided 
into words, a.I1d to luwe assi.')ned to ea.ch word its lexical a.nd 
;ra.rnm.atical characteristics. In order to analyze a vord, it is 
preliminarily necessary to have at one's disuosal its phonemic or 
near-phonemic description. F'inall~r, in order to transform a speec:h 
signal. into a sequence of ~honemes, it is first of a.11 necessar;r to 
distinguish in that signal those acoustic features that dif:f'erentiate 
phonemes from each other. Distin~ishing among acoustic features 
presupposes an earlier time-frequency analysis of the stimulus. 
Specialists eng:aged in the automatic analysis of texts consider 
it to be sufficiently ~ell established that the transformation of 
the alphabetic form of a sentence into a description of its meanin~ 
must consist of three successive stages, represented on Fig. 2 to 
the right o~ the dashed line C2, 3, 4J. It is oovious that the 
sa."fte three stages must also be present in the analysis of snoken 
language. Furthermore, the process of the perception of spoken 
language must include at lee.st two additiona.l 'f)relimimi.r::t stae;es 
-or transformation (5, 6, 7, BJ. 
The first of these sta~es is tne auditor:'./ analysis of the speech 
stimulus. As a result of the oneration of' this ttap;e, the stimulus 
is described in terms of acoustic (auditory) features: Logically 
it is to be expecterl that the set of features ..rhich the a11ditOr:'T 
system distinguishes in the s:i.p;nal is quite large and is int.eno.ed 
f'or the totality of acoustic:: signals with which the or,rranisr.t has to 
deal. It is proceble that only A. part of these auditory features 
w'ill turn out to be useful for sneech recognition. 
The next stage in perception is the phonetic interpretation of  
the stimulus. The descriotion produced at the outnut of this  
block must be already sufficientl:l abstract and apulica.ble to  
either an acoustic or an articulatory reuresentation of the sr-eech  
event. Such an ab~tract descrintion Mifht be given in tems o~,  
say, phonenes or distinctive features [9J.  
2.1. 	 '!'he hierarchical model and the posi;ibility of its realization  
with the help of simple autor.:ata.  
From the point of vie\,7 of the theor~, of complex systems, one of 
the a.cvantages of hierarchical structure is the :'a.ct tha.t each hlock 
can be relatiYely simple ( 11 chea.p 11 ), can make do with small mnounts 
of short-term and long-term memory and with a limited nu..~her of 
operations in decision-makinp. 
This is connected ,;.:i th the fact that each urecedinF, block 
serves as an information filter ~ith resnect to the followin~ block, 
decreasing tl1e dimensions o:f the siP,nal and bringinp: it closer to 
a. :for~ that is more con,tenient for further T1rocessinr:. 
Let us imagine tha.t classifier Di has been allotted a limiten 
number of cells of short-term memory and a limited nmnber of 
O!Jerations. Then it must inevitably be simple, for example linear, 
and must operate within a restricted space, and the level i - 1 
must output such elements Si-1 that short sentences thereof can 
be recognized at the i-th level with the helo of linear decision 
functions. The nossibility of renlacinrr a comolex decision function 
with a. serp.1ence ~f simr,le ·(linear·) classifiers- is de:::.onstra.ted in 
reference !:lOJ. If the summary complexity {cost} of a multi-staP:e 
syst-em with an identical reliability (P0 ) in the recop:niticn of 
elements S0 turns out to be less than the complexity (cost) of a 
sinp;le-sta~e system, then a re-codinp: rna,,r be considered justified. 
To what a.n extent a.re these arp.urnents in favor of hierarchical 
structure supported b:r facts about the auditory analysis mechanism? 
It is considered to be sufficiently uell e.5tablished at the 
present time that the capacity of the human short-term memory is 
ver:_r limited Ell, 12]. This is revealed b:.' de.ta. concerning: the 
retention of speech or speech-like stinuli. Thus it has been s~own 
that a seq.uence consistinp.: of onl:r three vowels or pure tones is 
remembered as a sequerice of decisions about stimuli and not as a 
sequence of auditory descriptions of stimuli [13], This makes it 
possible to believe tha.t the automaton carryin~ out a phonemic 
interpretation of the stimuli l:!USt perforce work with auditor;,, 
descriptions of very short se~ents of the sneech train, certa.inl:r 
shorter than the average d~ration of a word. It is known th~t t~e 
length of a sequence of nonsense words ~hich a huma.~ can remember 
does not exceed 7 - 10 syllables (11, 14J. This ooviousl;:r 
characterizes the dimensions of the utemnor1i.l windowr1 throuph which 
the utterance is. nseen" by· the automaton nerforninr: the mornholoF-;ica.J. 
anal:rsis of the word. The sequence of rrrl:'.mnatically and ser:i.anti-
ca.11:r unconnected words which a huinan cari renroduce ar~ter one 
hearing is likewise very li~ited [12]. 
Finally, it has been demonstrated that it is easier to recall 
the meanin.i: of a. sentence than the cot.1plete sea.uence of ·.mrds 
constitutine the sentence [15J. The adduced data allrn.· one to 
asslll!le that from the point of view of the total c0st of short-te::-r:i 
:rremo:!'y et all levels, the hie:rarchica.l system of speech recorznition 
must prove sufficientl:, economical. 
Let us proceed further. It is knovn that the complexity of 
the classifier depends to a very hiGrh dep.ree on the number of t,n!.tte:rns 
to be recornized. Even if we assume that ve should succeed in usin~ 
alphabets of small dimensions at intermediate sta~es, nevertheless 
at the last stage the alphabet of objects to be recognized cannot 
be smaller than, sa:r, the number of •..:ores in the lexicon S0 • 
Would it not be possible to recognize a ~ord ~ithout car.paring its 
complete description with every standard item contained in the 
lexicon S0 ? 
In reference [!6J an algorithm is described of a sten-b~-sten 
reduction of the lexicon in the recognition process, ,.,,..hich is 
based on the method of 11 crossin~ out11 rro'!:)osed by L. Cistovic. 
In this method, a feature is selected (the first one that occurs 
or the first in importance ~~on~ a number of simultaneously 
occurring features), and e.J.l words that lack this feature or this 
~articular ~eaning of the feature are crossed out from the initial 
lexicon S0 • Thus the lexicon is sharply reduced. The same operation 
is performed with other features. The task becomes simnler at ever,, 
step. At a specified stage, the algorithm proceeds to a compa:rison 
of the word with the standard fo!7ils of the remaining words in the 
lexicon, in the complete, ~ulti-dimensional description s~ace, with 
the help of any chosen decision !~unction. This "combined" algorithm 
enables one to reduce the decision-making time b;.r several orders 
of magnitude. There exist reasons to assume that humans follow ~n 
analogous procedure. It W'ould be important to :find out hm;r concretel=r 
it is realized at every hierarchical level of hrnnan perceution. 
An analogous role--reduction of the initial lexicon on the 
basis of incomplete preliminary infornation--is probably '9layed b;..r 
the phenomenon called "psycholop;ical setting"--the increase of the 
a priori probability of certain hypotheses as com!'ared vith others. 
The algorithmic model of this procedure differs hardly at all from 
the ,.crossin~ out" procedure and is possibly realized in livinF 
s::stems by means of a general physioloi:dcal mechanism. 
The reduction of h:rpotheses and numbers of -variants apparentl:': 
plays an important role at ever:r level of the system, ....-hich makes 
it possible to employ economical classifiers. 
A study of the nature of decision functions used by humans 
has shown that in the process of making a decision in a multi-
dimensional space of features, t~ey employ hyperpla.~es parallel to 
the ~lanes of coordinates, i.e., the simplest type of linear decision 
functions [17]. An analogous result was obtained in experi~ents 
dealing directly .rith the perception of sueech signa..ls [lRJ. 
Conse~uently, experimental facts support the arP,Wnents (the small 
capacity of short-term merr.or.r and the simnlicit:r of' classifiers) 
used to justify the advisabilit:r of the hierarchical structure of 
recognition. 
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2.2. T:1e hierarchical model and the reliability cf recognition. 
It is natural the.t e.t every level of the hierarchical systen 
information losses must take place, which seemingly makes such a 
system less effective with resnect to the reliability of recofrnition 
in comparison wit~ a single-sta~e system. This question has been 
repeatedly discussed in the literature in connection Hith the 
problem of 'decision units 1 in speech perce~tion [19J. There exists 
a large a."Tl.ount of trustworth~r experimental data, which demonstrate 
that in the interpretation of a. speech stimulus one relies not onl.'l 
on its acoustic properties, but employs a.lso information concerninF-
phonological a.nd. syntactic rules, frequency characteristics of t!-te 
lexicon, and semantic rules (cf. the surrey in ref. 5). It can 
be concluded from this that one does not make decisions about 
individual phonemes in the strea~ o~ speech and that the units 
with :-rhich one operates correspond to 1,1ords or even larizer se(y.'.ents 
09]. 
If we should interRret this result to mean that acou5tic 
images of whole sentences must exist in hume.n bra.ins, ,.e 1.rould arrive 
at complete absurdi "';:;y, since ,,,e ~-,ould be forced to assume the 
presence of images of sentences that have never yet ~ee:-i he!'!.l:"d. A 
reasonable explanation o-f thi5 result miP:ht be the follovinR": if 
the infor:r.tation at the input to a p.;iven classifier proves 
insufficient, the classifier outr·uts several riossi'hle interpreta-
tions of the input signal indicatinp, their a posteriort ~robahilities, 
and t~e final decision in the sense of the selection of one 
definite alterne.ti 0re r.:a:r be postTJoned from staP,e to stati::e all the 
va.y up to the last one--the recognition of t~1e ~ea.ninp; of the 
utterance. 
The :presented ideas correspond to the conclusions cirawn by 
Galunov [20] on the basis of an e.x:)erimental investi~ation of the 
perception of S?eech in noise. The author arrived at the conclusi~n 
that humans curry out a continuous re-codin~ of the speech stream 
into phonemes, but ma1ce final decision after the elapse of sufficiently 
long see;ments. 
There is no doubt that the stability of s9oken colTll:lunication 
among humans in spite of interference is based on t11e use of 
redundancy. Voloshin worked out an ~lgorithr.1 for increasinp: the 
relie.bili t:.· of recor:ni tion at the exnense of the redundanc,, of the 
signal [21]. Experimental testinr,; of the alr:orit!lm showed thR.t 
it is indeed possible to build reliably functioninp; devices for the 
recognition of oral commands on the basis of nhonemes that are 
recognized with a low reliability. 
The complexity (or the reliability) of the automatic recognition 
device denends stron~ly on the nature of the distribution of the 
totality of objects to be recoRJ}ized in the sele~tion snace. Usually, 
;;iven the recognition reliability Pi of elements of the alpha:bet Ri, 
the comnlexity of the classifier Di increases with a rreater dispersion 
of t':iose ele:nent::i L'.i i~ t:~e i,.:nc.cc Xi.. ::1.: inc:'~-"-::~ in t:ie rlisc"e:-s::.c:, 
of s;J,3ecl! signal-3 U:iue~2.~t -"J.ccar:::an:.es c:.n :.ncrco,sF; in t!:~ rium:,,·cr o-"' 
s~~eol:ez:·s 1-:I~c rerttci':')~te in t::e cxreri:"1~::-:.t. 
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It would be possible to decrease t~e dispersion, if one could 
successfully limit oneself to workin~ with standard forms proauced 
by one speaker) a.da:otini5 them to the particular cha.re.cteristics 
of any other speaker. The possibility of such a procedure was 
exa~ined in [22J. It turned out that the ~uality of reco.mition 
is in fact substantially increased ~hen a standard is provided 
for the speaker. 
The ~se of a hierarchical reco~nition system ma..v allow one to 
make use of the most varied kinds of info:mation about the sneaker. 
startin,9'.;, from the acoustic peculiarities of his pronun~iation and 
endinp with th.e sphere of concepts with 11hich he onerates. One 
possible ~echenism could be chan~ing the a oriori nrobabilitie~ of 
output units in the lexicons of classifiers. It is ~ossible to 
think that some kind of elementary adaptation to the snea\.er is 
a.lre.ady incor:norated a.t the lev·el at vhich auditory features are 
isolated, Thus the phoneme boundar;r in the space constituted by 
the first two formants of' isolated synthetic vo-..rels denends on the 
frequency of the .fundamental tone and on the freQuency of the third 
formant [23)., The reliability of recognition is also ohviousl:r 
increased through .<i.deptation with respect to tempo, sneech loudness. 
acoustic characteristics of the room~ etc. 
2,3. Special characte:ristics of the :proposed mod.el 
It follows from everythin~ said above that a complete model of 
speech perception must include such higher ~taF,es of information 
processing that are currently "being imresti,~ated by s-pecialists in 
machine translation. The reelization of such a complete model in 
the form of automatic algorithms is hardly possible in tne near 
future. At the same time it is obvious that partial models, describinp; 
the transf'orma.tion of in:formation at separate stages of the chain, 
should preferably be worked out in such a. ·~ay that they could later 
be easil~r inserted into one gener2!.l nodel. For that. purpose it i.s 
indispensable that the output signals of models of lower levels 
be identical with input signals to models of hi~her levels. 
At the present time specialists in machine translation work 
·.nth written texts, and input sip;nals for their a.lgori thms are 
•..ritten words, i.e., strings of letters separated by spaces, In 
oral speech there are usuallY no pauses between vords, and the 
problem of determining what is a word appears to be sufficiently 
complex in itself. 3esides phonemic information there is also 
prosodic information which likewise must be transmitted in a 
transformed shape of some kind to the input of the block thet carries 
out the syntactic a.nalysis. This comnels us to assurne that the model 
for morphological analysis (block 3 on Fig. 2) must be ¥orked out 
specially in conformity with requirements for oral speech, and that 
this is a task for the joint efforts of specialists in automatic 
sneech reco~nition and specialists in machine translation. 
Corres:oondingly, ve shall formulate the task of the present 
investigation as producing a rnodel of the chain or transformationR 
that ensure the transition from an acoustic speech signal to its 
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description in terms of a sequence of worcls, in •.1hich every word  
in its turn is described in terms of the set of its lexical a.nd  
gra.'Mlatica.1 features. This corresponds to t!le first three  
blocks on the schema presented on Fig, ?.. Besides that, a word  
must be assigned at the outnut certain supplementar:r nrosodic  
characteristics (this question is net at all clear :ret and  
requires special in-vestigation).  
~!I Audi to:J I-,I Phonetic j _ __.___)..,.J 1'forpholo~ica.l j-:J. Syntactic Ij~~m,e.nt:i c ·1 
. analysis I I a.nal?sis 1 · I a.ne.lysis I I e.nal;rsis _L 'I anal~rst~ I 
Figure 2. 
In the be~inning stap:;es the size of the lexicon of the  
recognition device will ra.tionall:.r be lir.,ited to two-three thous!'!.nn  
words.  
Belov we will attempt to formulate some considerations re~ardina  
the structure of the first two blocks of the model. Without touchinP  
the structure of the third block, we will at this time only define  
the character of its inµut si~nals. It is nossible to consider  
them as sequences consistinp. of no nore than ten syllables each.  
A syllable ..,ill be defined as an element ending in a vo•,rel and  
containing no more than one vowel. Each s:rllable is described in  
terms of phonemes (which, however, ::ia,v be incompletely recop;nized}.  
In addition, ea.ch syllable is provided with supplementa.r-:r inf'ormatinn  
characterizing its stress and intonation (the number of degrees and  
toe form of description of these features has not yet been dete"~inen).  
It has been shown in the vork of Lisenko C2~J that on the  
basis of such input information it is, in nrincinle, nossible to  
arrive at a segmentation into words and curr,r through their  
morphological analysis.  
A specification of the input sip;na.ls for the third block is  
indispensable within the frruriework of this study, since it determines  
·the re~uirements which must be inposed on the phonetic internretation  
block (block 2 on the schema presented on Firr. 2), Let us now turn  
to facts -..rhich a.re knot,/Jl from electrophysiolocy of hearin~ and from  
psychoacoustics.  
3. The processin~ of speech si~nals by the a.uditorr orp;~:n. 
The initia.l analysis of signals by the auditory orRa.n takes  
place in the cochlea. Because of the non-uniform structure of the  
basilar membrane, the transmission of enerl":'{ from the siF,nal to its  
various points is realized with dispersion in frequency and tir.ie.  
In practice, a spectral ane.lysis of the siP:nal takes place in the  
cochlea. according to the transmission functions of the ba.sila.r  
memb:ra.ne. An a.p:nroximation of those to Rekes:r's data was carried  
throug;h by ?lana.p;e..n [25]. }..n examination of the results of the  
ar,proximation shows that the represent~tion of the stimulus at a  
given point of the cochlea. is connected with a. c.efinite frer:iuenc:r  
selection and temporal delay of the si~!lal.  
It is kno'-r.1 from psychoacoustic experiments that a decision 
about the stimulus is taken '.l"ith regard to its development be~ond 
the so-callet. critical time of a:.1a.lysis, consistinp: of a.nnroxi:rna.tel:r 
150-200 milliseconds. i'a.kinp:, into account what has been said, .the 
representation of the signe.1 at the level of the cochlea n:ey be 
described by means of a contour in the freouency-time-ener£cy snace. 
A given contour reflects the stimulus ~hich immediately brin~s about 
the excitation of neuron endings found in the organ of Corti. 
However, the transmission of this excitation to successive sections 
of the neural net proceeds differently for different elerr.ents of the 
contour causing the excitation, ?syc~oacoustic exueriments d~monstrate 
that a. human listener identifies sound siP,nals as similar if they 
differ only in amrlitude. Invariance with regara to amplitude 
(loudness nornalization) is evidentl;r connected 1-dth the transmission 
function in,rolved in the transmission of the excitation into the neural 
net. The fre(luenc:,r of impulsation (or the probability that a 
response occlU"s after a given time sep:ment) of a peripheral neuron is 
connected vith the intensity of the stimulus that a.cts upon the 
corresponding receptor with the logarithmic dependency relation 
p (x) = logl:.... ft f 2 (t') dt' ~ log {E + P0 }; (l) t O t 
whe?'e p(x) - the probability that en impulse wiJ.l occur in response 
to the stimulus, 
P
.0 
- the q_uantity accounting for the sponta.TJ.eous activity 
of the neuron, 
t - integration time, 
ft(t) - the size of the instantaneous value of the stimulus 
(only its uositive part is ta.~en into accou..~t). 
If the part standing und~r the logarithm sip:n in equation (1) is 
ta.~en to be connected with the average energy of the stimulus, then 
the response reaction of the neuron at the periphery of the auditory 
system will be proportional to the logarith.~ of the avera~e ener~ 
of the stimulus E for the tine t. The ~orking rule of the elementar~ 
structure that isolates any given feature which is dependent upon 
the spatial distribution of the energy of the stimulus along the 
basilar membrane and independent of chanP,;es in intensi t:r, ma~, be 
fornulated in the following way: 
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(2) 
where x, and x2 - two arbitrary points on the qasilar membrane, 
~ E0 - a constant taking into account spontaneous activity. 
It is possible to write a.n analogous expression for describin~ 
the amplitude changes of the stimulus with respect to time. A 
complete description of the shape of the stimulus, invariant with 
regard to its intensity, ma.,v be obtain~d i~ the values represented 
in equation (2) a.Ye formulated for all distinctive points of the 
excitation contour. It seems that the just presented nor:r.ialization 
process or the description of the signal with respect to iqtensity 
takes place at the outermost periphery of the neural net and 
constitutes a part of the mechanisms· for isolating the most distinctive 
points. It is of great interest to examine electrophysiological 
data as to ~hich ele~ents of the signal are observed to produce the 
most clear-cut reactions of the neurons in the various sections cf 
the neural part of the organ of hea.rinp.. 
At t!le present time, abundant data are aYailal)le re~a.rdinp; 
the responses of single neurons, starting from bipolar cells and 
ending vith the cortical part of hearing. It is difficult to say 
to wha.t e.n extent the characteristics of these responses are connected 
with the results of psychoacoustic exper.iments. Nevertheless, th,e 
fact that there exist selective responses.of neurons to signals of 
a particular form constitutes evidence that at least at the periphery 
of the system of hearing, a representation of the signal is fOI'llled 
which is based on isolating its specific features. 
In reference [28J it is demonstrated that ther~ exist t~o ~rouns 
of neurons in the cochlear nucleus which can be clearly separated 
according to the nature of their responses, conditionally called 
tona..1 and phasal. The former are characterized by a substantial 
sharpening of the freQuency-threshold curves when the duration of 
tonal emission is increased from 2 to 100 msec, by a significant 
dependence of the latency period on the intensity of the sirnal, by 
the preservation of the response du?"ine; the •,thole length of the 
stimulus, and also by a clearly expressed temporal sUl!!Jllation of the 
energy of the stimulus. The character of the freq_uenc:y-threshold 
curves of the neurons vith tonal response itself ~oints to a signifi-
cantly sharper reaction of the obserted neuron to the stimulus at 
a given frequency than could have been expected on the ba~is of the 
frequency characteristics of the inner ear's mechanical s~rste:rn ( the 
so-called sharpening effect). /unonp the existing h~.rpotheses set un 
to explain the sharpening ef~ect, that one anpears best founded that 
proposes the existence of some kind of lateral inhibition at the 
:periphery of the neural pa.rt of the or11:a.n of hea.rimr.. 
~be simplest variant of lateral inhibition~ conditionin~ the 
sharpening erfect, appears to be a scheme for isolatin~ the difrerences 
in the intensity or exci ta.tion o-f ad,1 a.cent elements. For carryin~ 
through this operation, the existence of neuronal structure is 
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postulated that reacts to non-uniformity in the distribution of  
energy in the space of the receptors.  
In the limiting case; such a structure could consist of a  
single element of a neuron, if the response to a stimulus is  
proportional to the SUlll of the absolute values of the differences  
in the influence exerted on its dendrite system by the recentors.  
If this is so, then the response of the neuron will be proportional,  
in the limiting case, to the derivative of one or another order of  
the function that describes the spatial distribution of enerF,;r in  
the studied section of the receptive field.  
An examination of the model of such a scheme of excitation 
allows one to note the followinp; of its properties. The ciuali t:-1 of 
frequency-selective characteristics, extracted ;.ihen a tonal signal 
is fed in et the input of the model, can raise by an order of 
magnitude the quality of analogous cha~acteristics of input filters 
(~n this case, the fre~uency characteristics of the basilar membrane). 
The an~le of the slope of the frequency-selective characteristics 
me.y reach a magnitude of the order of hundreds of decibels per 
octave C26J. If two tonal signals act upon the input of the r.iodel 
simultaneously,,of which the second is out of tune relative to the 
mean frequency, one observes a clearly expressed masking of the 
first signal. The res~onse of the model is insignificant when a 
signe.1 with a continuous uniform spectrum is fed in at the input. 
When tonal signals with varying duration are used as sti~uli, the 
model displays clearly expressed effects of temporal summation: an 
increase in the duration of the signal is accompa.11ied by a lowerin~ 
of the threshold of exhaustion and an increase in the quality of the 
frequency-selective characteristics. The latency period of the 
response depends strongly on the intens~ty of the stimulus. 
T'ne quoted data show that the model of lateral inhibition in 
the given formulation possesses the basic properties of neurons with 
tonal response. The characteristic property of the described lateral 
inhibition model is the sharp isolation of extremes in the spatial 
energy distribution of the signal. This allows one to pronose that 
the mechanism for isolating formants in speech signals as startinl<".-
point features operates with data about the position of extremes in 
the continuous spectrum of speech elements. 
The neurons which give a so-called phasal res~onse to stimuli 
are characterized by the independence of the response latency 
period of the signal intensity, by a small dependence of the response 
threshold and the sharpness of frequency-threshold curves on the 
duration of the stimulus, and by a significe..~t dependence of the 
response on the steepness of the onset of the siRnal. The phasal 
response usually consists of one or a few bursts, immediately 
following the onset of the stimulus. Neurons with phasal response 
constitute about 20% of all investigated elements in the cochlear 
nucleus. Besides that, their procentual share increases in the 
higher sections of the neural net of the auditory system (in the 
inferior collicula etc.). 
The described properties o~ neural structures with phasal 
response make it possible to assume that they play the role of 
determining the moments at which a change takes place in the energy 
of the signali concentrated in one or another freauency re~ion. 
One may assume that a temporal segment'a.tion of the uninterrupted 
stream of spe~ch is worked out in higher sections of the auditory 
system on the basis of signals which have been received from 
phasal-type neurons. Apparently there exist in the neural net 
of the auditory system isolators of significantly more complex 
characteristics of stimuli, which describe in detail how their 
energy changes with respect to time as well as to frequency. The 
same isolators accomplish the quantitative evaluation of the 
shape of the p~rceived signal. 
In reference [28J it is shown that in the inferior collicule 
of rats there are neurons which resnond with a group of impulses 
to a short signal {of the order of i msec) and do not resnond at 
all to longer-lasting stimuli (lon~er than 10 msec). 
In the auditory pa.~t of the cortex neurons have been isolated 
that respond only to stimuli whose frequenc~r changes in one or the 
other direction (30J. 
The neurons of a given group can be differentiated into three 
groups according to th~ nature of their response to a. frequency-
modulated signal. 
The first group is con&tituted by elements that react to a 
change in the frequency of a tone in the direction of a hi~her 
frequency. 
The neurons of the second group respond Qnly .,hen the frequency 
of e tonal stimulus is decreased (with a. definite speed!). Finall:r. 
neurons of the third group react to a change in the frequency of 
a tone, if the direction of this change leads to a closer approxi-
mation of the frequency of the tonal signal to the c:iaracteristic 
frequency of the given neuron. A multitude ('Jf data. accumulated 
in investigations of the visual analyzer, point to the existence 
of structures in its neural pa~t that isolate from external 
stimuli such elements like contours, angles and more complex 
configurations C27J. A special significance have those cases 
in which neurons in the cortex respond only to a spatial movement 
of a certain kind of signal. It is interesting that the underlinin~ 
of contours in drawings is rea.lized at the periphery of the •risua.l 
analyzer of a frog owing to the interaction of the processes of 
excitation and inhibition, which evolve in time according to 
different laws C27J. Thi.s points to the subtlety and complexity 
of the structures which accomplish the isolation of informative 
elements in images. In view of the proposed communality of the 
basic principles of the :processing of information in different 
sensory systems of the organism, it is useful to consider the 
possibility that there may exist neural structures in the system 
of hearing that react to the same kinds of features of signals as 
are reacted to in the visual analyzer. , 
Finally some hypotheses should be mentioned that pro~ose 
the existence of neural structures in the auditory s:rstem that 
isolate certain sequences of occurrences of maxima or sharp 
decreases 9f energy in the stinulus et different fre~uencies and 
a.t different moments in time. The existence of' such structures 
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might explain the selectiYe reaction of living c:reatu:r-es tc certain 
sounds with a. complex spectral and temporal str-uctu:re. Accordinr; 
to current views, neural structures that :!'ea.ct selectively to 
complex signals are continuously being formed in the neural net 
in the process of developing conditioned reflexes. However, it is 
necessary to distinf,uish structures that come into beinR es a 
result of training in the perception of new signals from those 
t'hat are genetically consolidated. 
It is proposed at the present time that neural structures 
which appear in the process of lee.rning are to a certain ae~ree 
connected with the mechanism of merr..orizine, and that they particinate 
as a part of this mechanism in the decision-rr.a..~in~ nrocess regardin~ 
the recognition of signals in the extreme stages of ana.l:1.tsis. ()n 
the oti;ter hand, inherited neural structures participate in the 
beginning stages of the perception of stimuli; they isolate~ i.e., 
react more 5harply to those elements that are most c~aracteristic 
for the whole broad class of signals vhich is ta.ken in by living 
creatures of a.given species in the processes of vital activity. 
The proposition that a number of neural structures that isolate 
complex elements of stinuli are transmitted ~enetically was nroven 
for the visual analyzer by· direct physiological exoeriments. 
It may be concluded from what has been said above that the 
representation of en external stimulus in the reaction of an ensemble 
of neurons that constitute the neural net ma:,, be considered passi'te 
only a.t the lowest level (the level of cochlear receptors). Later 
on, a reaction to the stimulus is formed from responses or those 
neural structure$ that isolate certain elern.e!lts of the signal :from 
its complete description. The presence of a given element in the 
perceived signal is indicated by the resuonse of a neuron or a. 
group of neurons at the terminal point of a specialized neural 
structure. T!lus it is assumed that the isolation of certain ph:rsicel 
features of t:'le signals is accomplished. already a.t the peripher:, of 
the neural net. The ad.~ission of such features is determined by 
the availability of corres!}ond.ing nell!'el structures. T:'1.e latter are 
evidently de11eloped in the process of evolution. 
This reduced representation of the stimulus is transmitted to 
the succeeding level of the neural s~.rstem, where, on the be.sis of 
identified features, further operations are carried throu~h in the 
classification and recoroiition of stimuli. It may be assumed that 
not all detected features are used at the next level of analysis, 
but only some of them (more precisel;r--the minimal number needed for 
makinp; a classificatory decision with the necessary degree of 
reliability). The complete set of features is necessary only for 
solving the most difficult tasks of classification, ~hen the ensemble 
of stimuli to be recognized is sufficientl~r large. For ordinary 
ta.sks, the use of onl~r some of the isolated features appears to be 
suff'icient. Therefore it is natural to suppose that the selection 
of necessary features takes place during the process of solvinp, the 
problem of classification at a relatively hi~her level or analysis. 
Consea.uently· there inust exist the possibility of tra.nsmittini::: 
various combinations of featlll"es up to the moment at which a reliable 
answer has been ~chieved. 
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A certain decree.se in the oue.ntity of transr.:.itted features 
occurs due to the ma.skinr, nhenorn~non. ~ince the observed !'roces~es, 
from the isolation of features of si~nals to the ma.kin~ of oecisions, 
are accomplished by means of essentially non""linea.r transformations 
of the values characterizinp: the stit.!uli, such events ta.ke place 
as the supnression of a. weak signal b:: a ~tronF: one ~,hen the t·,:o 
act simultaneously, etc. 
When •,1e study the spectra of SJ?eech sounds ( especially those 
isolated from runninp: speech), ,rn easil? find that they contain P.. 
large ouanti ty of me.xima., minima, sharp dec:reases, etc. !•.s is 
demonstrated by nsychoacoustic experi~ents, not all of the isolated 
n:axi:ma have always the same siimi ficance for clas:,i fication. 
?u:rt'!1err::ore, in th':! process of beinr isolat.ed mnay of them ar~ 
suppressed by more powerful neighbors. Un to no',,/' there is insufficient 
information fo:r establishin~ the rules accordinp. to ~hich ce~tain and 
not other features {e.g. th; spatial distribution of the remainin~ 
maxima) are selected by the nerYous s:rstem in the solution of a 
concrete classification task. However, the nossibility itself for 
the existence of an operation of surveyinr various co~binations 
of .features appears very probable. 
4, The auditory description of the speech si,znal 
'I'he question about the form of the auditory description of the 
speech signal, i.e., about the set of features and thei:- nature, 
on the basis of' ~hich the si~nal is characterized in the process 
of nerception, has been left practically unexnlored unto no~ by 
psychoecousticians ann lin1;11ists. Almost all information concernin~ 
t:he acoustic properties of s:1eech sounns and their perception.has 
oeen obtained either by the analysis of differences in dyna.mic 
spectrograr.i.s of natural speech signals hairing a different phonemic 
value, or by means of investii;!:ations of the perception of s;rnthetic 
speech-like stimuli. The method accordinp to vhich an investiF,ator 
describes the signals is in both instances predetermined by the 
properties of the instruments vith vhich he is working. As a 
result, the terminology used for the descrintion of the features 
of the speech signals has turned out very snecialized and at the 
same time poorly formalized, This refers to such basic conce~ts 
as formant, transition, locus, burst, etc. 
The qualitative peculiarities, on the basis of which one may 
distinguish different speech sounds from each other on spectrograms. 
are nore or less kno~-n at the present time. Thus, in order to 
determine which consonant starts a simple CV-syllable, it is 
useful to examine the following features of the si~nal [31, 32, 
33, 71]: 
1. Presence or absence of the fundamental fre~uency from 
the very beginnin~ of the syllable; 
2. Abrupt rise in the frequency of the fundamental at the 
transition from the consonant to the vowel, 
3. Presence or absence of noise from the very beginning or 
the syllable; 
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4. The fre~uency position of the spectral rnaxinurn of the noise  
segment o:r the burst;  
5. The bandwidth of the noise: 
6. The slope of the increase in inte!"lsity of' the noise~ 
7. The duration of the noise !'lef'('ll'.ent; 
8. ~he intensity of the nois~; 
9. The presenc~ of formant structure from the ve'!:'7r beginning  
of the syllable;  
10, ?ne lack of discontinuities in formant structure durine the  
extent of the syllable.  
Besides that, the so-called formant transitions are of 
essential ira.lue in determininr the point of articulation of the 
consonant and for determinin1"'. ·~rhetheI' it is 'soft' or 'hard' (in 
Russian). 
Even thou~h the listed features have not been fo!'Jl'lalized (it 
is not indice.ted by vhich methods the features m~y be detected, nor 
have decision-making rules been given), extablis~in~ the list itself 
constitutes a~ important staRe in the investigation of speech--the 
stage of acquiring primary a.cq_uaintance ·With the acoustic peculia.ri.ties 
of the speech signal. 
If such a qualitative and, consequently, not ver~t definite 
description of the speech signal is satisfactor.:r for a number of 
phonetic tasks and is fairly populer among phoneticians, engineers 
prefer to use a completely formal, but very inconvenient 1complete 1 
description of the signal in frequenc:r and time. ln this process 
the dimensions of the space in which "9honernic decisions are made 
tu~n out to oe very large, and the decision functions are co~plex. 
In addition, such basic difficulties aprieer e.s the ine-.ritabilit;f of 
a ·.rery :precise preliminary segmentation of the speech stream and 
the indispensable necessity of time normalization. 
The h:rpothesis in favor of vhich data will be presented belo~ 
consists of the i'ollowing, We propose that the complete description 
of the signal takes place in the cochlea alone; in the processin~ 
and transmission of the signal in the neural net. a p;rad.ual 
reduction of information takes place. At a certain level, a 
transition takes place from the description of the whole envelope 
curve of the spectrum at a given moment. in time (the curve 
describing the distribution of impulsation along the projection 
of the cochlea) to the description of the pos:ltion on the fre(!uenc:v 
axis (the projection of the cochlea) of a few points (maxima or 
turning-points) on this curve. On a still hiRher level, a 
determination of the parameters of the curves takes µlace, which 
describe the displacement in time of the point5 isolated ~lon~ 
the frequency a.xis. Such assumed paramete!"s might be the direction 
of movement, speed, magnitude at the turn:!.ng-:ooint, etc. It is 
assurr.ed that these already fairly complex characteristics of' the 
signal constitute the features with ,rhich the block O!)e!"ates that 
carries through the phonemic internretation of the stimulus. It 
seems to us also that this point of vie·.. is not crip;inal at all, 
and that the majority or s?eech researchers, not discussing it 
specifically, neverthele$s proceed from this standnoint. 
For convenience in ~resenting the material we divide it into 
three groups of data, concerning the nerception of: 1) the envelop<'! 
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curve of a stationary complex signal, 2) the fine tenporal structure 
of a stationary complex signal, 3) chan~es in time of the spectrum, 
fine t~mporal structure, and the intensity of the signal. 
4.1. 	 The per.ception of the envelope curve of a comn!ex stationar:r 
signal 
As a rule, speech researchers u~e the assi.µnption that in 
perception, humans somehow determine the formant frequencies of 
the speech signal and emuloy this information in.making.phonemic 
decisions. Correspondingly, stimuli are described in teIT.ls of 
formants, and the results of experiments are presented from t:1e 
noint of vie~ of the deuendence of the resnonse urobabilities 
(identification or diff~rentiation) upon the par~eters of the 
stimulus, Since to the best of our knowled~e none of the researchers 
has observec an~r contradictions in the obtained results, the 
description of the. stimulus in terms of formant fre~uencies apuears 
adequate enoup;h, . 
However, a change in the ~orma.nt freiue~cies of a synthetic 
speech-like stimulus signifies a change in the spectral ehvelone 
of this stimulus. Therefore the assumption is not excluded that 
in fact huma.ns employ in perception not the value~ of formant 
frequencies, but either the whole.spectral enyelope (the outline 
of the distribution of impulsation alon~ the projection of the 
cochlea) or, for example, the relative a..~ounts of enerAY in some 
fixed bands. The latter point of v:iew was proposed by Varsavskij 
in the discussion of a possible model of speech nerception [3hJ. 
In order to prove that e humen listener in fact rneaswes 
formant frequencies, it is first of all indispensable to decide 
upon a sufficiently formal definition of e formant. Further, it 
is necessB.r'J to find some kind of a reaction which would rep;ularly 
change ~hen a formant fl"e~uency is changed, and would not de~end 
on other parameters of the stimulus, 
The term 'formant' is used by speech researchers in two 
different meanings: a formant is understood to be either a pole in 
the transfer function of the vocal tract, or a maximum in the 
spectrum of the analyzed sound. ln the latter case, what one 
really has in mind is a maximum on the curve describin~ the response 
of the analyzing apparatus toe. given sound, It is understandable 
that such e definition of a formant is already ver-y indefinite; 
it seems to depend on the properties.of the ana.lyzin~ device. 
If the isolation of formants takes place at a relatively low 
level in the processin~ of auditor;r information, it is diffi~ult 
to assume that complex procedures are employed in the process--
procedures ma.kinR use of data concernin~ the transfer fu.~ction 
of the vocal tract (e.g., procedures of the I analysis-b:.r-s~,rnthesis 1 
type, cf. [35J). Then the first of the two above-~uoted definitions 
of the formant does not apply, and the formant may, as a first 
approximation, be identified with a spectral maximum or, more 
truthfully, with a maximum on the curve deGcribinr, the resnonse 
to the signal in those initial links of tl;Ie auditor.r system which 
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perform the spectral analysis, 
In psychoacoustics it is accepted that the response curve is 
sufficiently well reflected in the curve describing the maskinF 
called forth by the stimulus (for discussion, cf. c36J). 0uestions 
as to whether the auditory system emplo;rs the frea.uenc:.r of e spectral 
maximum of a complex stimulus as a ~arameter of that sti~ulus, and 
in •..thich ',rn:;t it measures the frequenc:1 of the ma:dmun:. relate to 
the general ~roblems of the physiolols'J of hearing and of nsycho-
acoustics and are closely connected with q_uestions concerning- the 
rr.echanism of auditory determination of frea.uency (hypotheses 
concernin~ these mechanisns are summarized in ref, C36J). 
In the ···orks of Euplja.kov [3'7, 38, 39] direct proof ,,,as 
obtained that a human listener determines the value of the frequenc:r 
or the first s~ectral maximwc in natural and synthetic sibilant 
(fricative) consonants of the type /s/ and ;r;. In the given case 
this mexinurn corresponds to the second formant {in the sense of 
pole). It appeared that the frequency of the maximum carries two 
kinds of information! on the one hand, it netermines the musical 
pitch of the ,sound and on the other hand, the nhonetic category 
( 1hard 1 or 1 soft 1 consonant) to vhich a given sound belon~s. The 
connection bet~een the frequency of the maximum and the pitch of 
the sound ma..v be considered irrunedia.te; the decision re~a.rdinp: the 
'hardness I or I softness' of the sound is determined b~.r whether the 
f~equency of the spectral maximum is higher or lower than a fixed 
threshold. The following constitutes proof that in this case it is 
the frequency or~ the spectral maximum tha.t is deternined and not some 
other parameter of the spectral function: a change in t.he ?.mr.,li tude 
of the maximum has no significance as long as it is above the 
detection threshold, and the value of the bounde.r;r between 'hard 1 
and 1soft 1 consonants on the basis of the ~aximum is the same for 
/s/ and /J/, which a.re significantly different from each other on 
the basis of other peculiarities of their snectra. · The precision 
of the determination of the position of the boundary by sub,lects 
employing the method of active search [39] a.ppear.s ve!':r high {1. 5 -
3.0%), vhich suggests that the ~rocedure for auditorJ isolation of 
the maximum and for determining its frequency is sufficient].:~ 
effective. 
Data obtained in the investi~ation of the perception o~ 
synthetic whispered vowels [liOJ indicate that the frequency of a 
spectral maximum corresponding to the first ~ormant of a vowel is 
elso deternined. It was discovered that the boundary between the 
vowels [iJ - [o] and C~J - C~J in the F -F2 plane is represented by 
a straight line, parallel to the axis ot the second formant. This 
means that for separating vowels according to these categories, what 
is employed is the frequency of the spectn.J. maxi.mum correspondin.; 
to the first ro!'mant, and not the whole spectrum envelope or, for 
example~ the ratio of energy in sorne fixed fre·~uency bands. 
The data quoted above were obtained for the case in vhich the 
cone eJl'i:. of spectral 5.aximum is not i:rt doubt {the maximum is 
sufficiently sharp), and the fre(luency o~ the l'lpectral maximum 
coincides vith formant frequency defined as a pole in the transfer 
i'unction of the vocal tract. The question naturall:r arises what is 
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beinp, employed as para.meters of the spectral function, if the ran~e 
of isolated freQu~ncies (i.e. frequencies containinR the essential 
:part of trie en~rror) is sufficiently wide and does not uossess a 
clearly defjned maximum. Some data for replying to this question 
hav¢ been obtained in experiments 9-ealing with the estimation of 
the pitch of b!'!,nd.:.limited. noise. It he.s been found that for noise 
whose spectrum is limited only from one .end (high-frequenc;,· or lm,~-
frequency noise) 1 the :perceived pitch is determined by- the frequency 
of :the cutoff C:38, 41J. For oa.nii.:.passed and :relatiYely narrow . 
bands of noise, pitch is determined by the average geometric 
frequency of the noise r 42, 43] • lt is ob•do1lS that e further s:necia.1 
investigation is needed concernin~ the ~idth of the bend at which the 
transition from one to the other mode ·of nitch estimation takes 
place. 
It is a very com])lex and as yet unexplored question as to ~.;rhich 
para.meters a.re used for describin~ the response of the auditory 
spectral ane.lyzer to a signal •.,.ith a. dis~rete snectrum ( sta.tiona.r~r 
vowels). On the basis .of ava.ilabl¢ psychoacoustic data. C44::i one 
must expect that -when the fundamental frequency of the voice is 
very low a sepa:rate maximum on the response curve of the analyzer 
must appear corresponding to almost each harmonic in the freouency 
space below 1000 Kz. Th:ere is not one of these maxima that may not 
coincide ~,i th a formant frequency in the sense of a pole in the 
transfer function. Ths supposition t,hat a hu:ma.n listener t1erceive$ 
the frequenc:t of the strongest ha,rn,.onic as the formant freauency does 
not agree with data about the great precision in distinguishing the 
frequency of a formant {as a pole) • According to Fla.naRan' s data 
Ch5J, the Just noticeable difference in the frequency of the first 
formant amounts to 3%. Thus this question remains unclear at the 
rnoment and urgently demands further investi;i:ation. 
4. 2. The per·ce-ption of the fine ter.:lporal structure of a stationary 
complex signal 
In the perception of speech, the decision regardin~ the character 
of the source of excitation (voiced, noise-like, mixed, im:nulse-like) 
is made on the oasis of the fine temporal strueture of the sip:nal. 
Discrimination between consonants which differ among themselves on 
the basis of the source of excitation~~ practically not disturbed 
at all under si~nificartt s~ectral distortions of the sneech si~nal 
C46, 47J. The question is still open as to which parameters are 
employed in the aud.itory system to describe the temporal structure of 
sound. It is assumed that they must be sor.te T)a:ra-neters of the 
distribution of intervals a.~on~ nerve irnnulses. 
~n1en speech sounds are to be classified accordinv. to their 
temporal structure, it is convenient to aivide therr. first o.f R.11 
into t·.ro groups on the bas.is or whether their struct:ure can or. . . ... 
cannot be a.uditoril.y determined. Existin,c?, data. allow one to beiieve 
that if the·duration of tqe fir$t of a'sequence of two adjacent 
stimuli is shorter than 15-2D msec, a listene~ does not reco~nize 
its temporal structure.· \fuen eitner fricatives (like s) or 'Deriodic 
consonants (like El_) are shortened ur, to thl'\t dura.tion,-a listener 
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nerceives both as ulosives (nor t), vhich s.re characterized in  
~peech production by impulse:-like-excitation [.4A, 49].  
Within the class of stimuli vi th a te.mporal structure that can  
be auditorily distinguished, three categories ma,_v be established:  
periodic signs.ls (with a harmonic spectrum), amplitude-modulated  
noises, and continuous ndises. The amplitude ~adulation of noise  
in •1oiced fricative consonants approaches rip;ht-an/J'.led module.ti on  
(for a. discussion of noise production mechanisms, cf'. [50]}; its  
frequency is fairlY lo-.r a.nd corresnonds to the frequency of vocal- 
fold vibration. Psychoacoustic experiments (cf. the surveys in [36i  
511) demonstrate that at these modulation frequencies listeners 
not only detect them, but distini:,:;uish one modulation frequency from 
another and, furthermore, assign a pitch to the signal that is 
equiYa.lent to the frequency of modulation. It has been also shown 
by numerous e:,cperiments {cf. the survey in [36J) that the period of 
repetition of a complex periodic vibration is perceived and serves 
as the basis for.estimatinp; the frequency of the sound, even if 
the spectrum of the sound does not contain cor-respondinr; 10,,.-rrerp1ency 
co~ponents. C 
One may thus assume that f'or the descrir,tion of the fine 
temporal structure two '!)a.rarneters are necessa.r:-r and probably 
suff'icient. One of them must reflect some kind of measure of the 
degree (explicitness) of periodicity, the other ~ust reflect the 
map,nitude of the pe~iod of repetition. 
In psychoacoustics, perception 0£ the temporal structure of 
the signal is sometimes taken to include the perce~tion of chan~es 
in the signal that occur with a fre-:menc::f below that of' the vibration 
of the vocal folds (below 100 Hz). ·Periodic lo•,t-frequency chanP.es 
in the signal are almost never encountered in speech (the excention 
is provided by the sound :r); however, single occurrences of ranid 
changes in the spectrum (formant frequencies), fundamental freQuency, 
or intensity level appear rep;ularly. It seems to us that the nara-
meters by means of which these changes are described can be 
considered as derived from the narameters that have been examined in 
this·section (formant frequenci~s~ period, deRree of ~eriodicity). 
The next section will be de•roted to their considere.tion. The intensity 
of Yocal fold vibration should obviously also be assigned to parameters 
of the sa:m.e level as formant frequencies and the period of re~etition. 
The time constant for the auditorJ determination of intensity is 
approximately 10-20 msec [52, 53]. 
The essential characteristic of the paramete~s listed above is 
that auditory measuring de•tices responsible· for their detection must 
have a low inertia. Therefore it is nossible to consider these 
parameters as indicators of insta.ntan~ous (current) Prooerties of 
the speech signal. Only stationary sounds ( s:rnthetic: ~r artificiall~r 
pronounced isolated.vowels and some consonants) can be described 
with a single value for each nara.meter. I~ natural connected sneech, 
the valu-es of the parameters of the sip;nal constitute functions that 
chanP-e with respect to time. 
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4.3, The 	perception of chanp:es in tin:e of the spectrum, fine  
temporal structure and intensity of the sir.nal.  
An essential cha.ra.cteristic of natural connected sneech is the 
fact that the values of formant fre~uencies, fundmental frenuency 
and intensity chan.r,e siRnificantly in the course of the duration of 
separate S?eech elements, and that these chen~es ce by no means 
random, but have a completely regular character. ~rem the ~oint 
of vie~ of speech production, the stre~~ of speech may he consinered 
as a se<Juence of open syllables [11', 5l,, 55, 56J. A standard kind 
of time function corresponds to each s:rllable and each uararneter 
( rorman,_ rrea_t.:.encies• et,c.;, as we11 as a . .. d se·., or . 1 l ~ .. ~ . . 1 1 · 1:111 .. e ... ~ noss: ;_ e 
transfor~ations or the function, connected with the ternno of nronun-
ciation, intonation, and position of the syllable vithin a ,rord. 
This means that the curve descri:'iine; the change of el!.ch of' the 
narameters in the course of a lonp, utterance may. as a first 
ariproximation, be viewed as a. seQ.uence of sections (9ieces), vherP. 
each section is a certain standard time function corresponding to a 
syllable. 
The q_uestion is almost unexplored as to how a si.:;nal is 
described in the process of ?erception ~hose n~rameters ch2nFe in 
time. In order to discuss the sme..11 amount of fraP,mentar:: de.te. 
that are available it would be useful first to SUJllffiarize e::dstinp 
h:rpotheses. 
One of the h:,rnotheses se.ys that the time ricture is described 
completely, i.e. that read::np;s are used for eacn. of the para.':'l.eters 
ta.1ten at, for example, every 10 msec. 'l'hus the chanp;e in the T)!l.ra."ileter 
during the extent of the s~rllable is described b~· a set of number5 
re.flectinF; the •ralue of the pa.ra'llete!' at successiYe discrete 
instances in time. The difficulties connected ,:ith this hz,~othesis 
consiat first of the fact that such a descriution annears extremely 
unwieldy ( a large memory cape.city is reauired for r~~i steri np: it) 
and. secondl;;, of the fact thet phonetic and nrosodi c information ~as 
not yet been separated. 
\..'hen this form of description is emplo;red, the same syllable 
produced by the same speaker will look differt!nt, deJlendin~ on 
the tempo with which it uas pronounced, on the position of the 
syllable within a word, or ~hether it carries loBical stress, etc. 
Therefore it is still difficult to use such a description as the 
immediate ir.put to the block that performs the phonemic internretation. 
Twc Wa?S :"Jave been proposed to overcome these dif'ficulties. In 
one of these [57], the representation of the s:rllable obtaj ned at 
nerception that has been entered in short-term memory is subjected 
to certain (for example topological) transformations, as a result of 
which it is given a more standardized shape. The formalizerl repre-
sentation enters e.t the input of the hlock :ierformini; the recognition.. 
~ne second way C58J consists of comparing the renresentation 
entered in short-term memory •..;rith a standard sylle.hle ,rhich is s:.·nthesi?,e~ 
under the assumption of a different terr.po, pm,ition •,rith~n the word, etc. 
The phonemic compcsition of the ::;:,l.la1J1e, tempo, nosition withtn the 
",l'Ord etc., constitute initial varial>les fo!" the synthesizer. }!he.t is 
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being sought is such values of those variables with which the 
synthesized representation and the representaticn entered into short-
term memory are closest to each other. 
Although the _presented hypothesis of recognition by s:,,llables 
appears sufficiently logical from the point of view of existin~ 
knowledge about the process of speech production, there is no n~oof 
whatsoever that perception of speech by humans is indeed accomplished 
in this manner. Furthermore, there exist data that contradict this 
hy9othesis. These data concern the possibility of pa.rtia.l recop:nition 
of the syllable, recognition of some of' its phonemic (distinctive) 
features while other~ are not reco~nized (for ex~~nle, the reco~nition 
of the manner of articulation of a consonant without recop,:n i. zin~ 
its point of articulation, etc.), and recognition of nrosodic features 
without the recognition of phonemic ones, 
Into this category falls also the fact that some phonemic features 
can be recognized earlier than others, e'nm before the listener 
hears the complete syllable [14J. These data suggest that the 
auditory descri~tion of the syllable that enters at the innut of the 
block perI""ormin~ the phonemic interpretation is already organized in 
such e. manner the.t it allows parallel, rnulti-channel r,rocessin.i:i:. 
The second h,y'pothesis consists of the proposition that the curves 
which reflect the change of formants, fundamental ~requency, etc., 
during the extent of the syllable are described in perce"Otion by means 
of the set of features of those curves. These featill"es might include 
the direction of change or" the para."!leter, the :ra.nidity of chanpe, and 
the value of the ~a:ra.meter at a certain specific point. 
In experiments in the perception of synthetic stimuli it has 
been shown that the nature of the initial transitions of the second 
and third formants of vowels carries information about the point of 
articulation of the consonant [60, 61, 62. 63J. At first it was 
proposed that the characteristic of tne transition used by human 
listeners is its 1locus'--the initial va.lue of the formant frequency, 
which,supposedly does not depend on the vowel •,tith which the given 
consonant is connected in the CV syllable. (Late~ it was discovered 
that the locus value is diffe-:rent i'or different vowels C64J). 
ifot long ago Stevens C65J exa.'llined in detail spectra.1 chan.ges 
in the sound during the transition from stop consonants to vowels at 
different points of articulation of the consonant. Co~pa.ring his 
results with data concerning the perception of formant transitions 
obtained at Haskins Laboratories, he advanced the hypothesis that 
when formants ere olose to each other in frequency; what is deter.mined 
in perception is the frequency .r>osition of the sum of the spectral 
maxima, From this point of viev, the transition from labial consonants 
to vowels is always characterized by a rise in the frequency of the 
spectral maxi~um, and the transition from apical consonants to vowels 
is characterized by a lowering of the frequency of the ma.xi.mum. As 
the absolute frequency position of the maxima depends on the nature 
of the vo,.;rels, it is natural to admit that the useful feature which 
distinfl:llishes between labial and aT,Jical consone.nts is the direction 
of the change in time of the fre~uency of the maximum. 
Data in direct support of the assumption that htmte.n listeners 
use the direction of change in the frequency dimension of the enerwJ 
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maximmn as the indicator of the point of artictllation of the 
consonant were obtained in exneriments for determining the boundan• 
between u and t in s2,•nthetic s;i,rllables constructed in the followinP-
manner: the syllable consisted of a short (10 or 15 msec) emission 
of noise with a narrow bandwidth or of a sinusoid, followec. b~r a 
harmonic si~nal with a maximum in the range of 300-F.OO Hz (u) or 
900-1200 Hz - (~). The sub,ject changed the frequency of the to::1e (the 
center frequency of the band-psssed noise) in the short emission, 
trying to find the value at which perception changed from tu to 
12£ (Jill, to ~) or from .E.3_ to tu (~ to to.). It turned out that the 
boundary between nu and tu is located near 400 Hz, and t:1e boundary- - ,,..,bet~een ~ and ta around 1000 Hz (00]. 
The notion that it is the direction of the chan~e that is 
perceived and not the locus, i.e., the initial value of the fo:::-mant 
frequency, is supported by the catep,orica.l nature of percention c67J. 
Subjects behave as if they detected only the presence or absence of 
a cha.."lge in the formant e.nd its positive or negative sign. 
The transition frpm a velar consonant (~, z_) to a vowel is 
characterized by the fact that the freQuency of the mnxirnurn does not 
change its position in time, out the pertinent fi:-equency l"ange at 
the beginning of the transition is narl"OW (the frequencies of F2 
and F3 coincide) and then becomes wider (the formants senarate 
during the ,rocnlic segment) C68J. In Russian, one of the features 
distinguishing k - ~ from t - d and n - bis the ~reater duration 
(for ~ - .5_) of the noise of th'"e" expl-;;sion. 
There exist also data supporting the notion that humans use the 
rate of change of formant frequency as a useful phonetic feat'Jre [69]. 
If the direction and the rate of change of formant frequenc~r ;Jlay 
the role of useful features of consonants, then, it is ~reposed, 
useful features of vowels consist of' the values of fo:rma.nt frecmencies 
during the stationary part of the vowel {if present) or at the -
turning-point of the formant curve. 
Of great interest are here experiments in estimating the 
frequency of a short stimulus (20-50 msec) whose freci_uency was 
changed significantly (raised or lowered) during its extent [69, TOJ. 
These experiments showed that humans equate the pitch of such si~nals 
with the pitch of a stationary tone having a frequency eo_ua.l or close 
to the terminal frequency of the signal. These data permit one to 
exclude the assumption that it is the time average of the frequency 
of the changing signal that serves as an auditory parameter. 
These experiments should be followed by an investiRation of the 
~erception of the pitch of sounds with more complex chan~es of frequency 
in time. 
Fairly little is known rer;ardinr:i: the auditory features emnlayed 
in describing the curve that represents the chanp.:e of the fundamental 
frequenc~· of the voice during the extent of the syllable. 
It has been shown that a sudden jump in the frequency of the 
fundamental at the transition from consonant to vowel serves as a 
useful feature in distinguishinf, £ fro~ fil C71J. The threshold value 
for the rise in fundamental :frequency that corresponds to the boundary 
between these consonants consists of 10% of the absolute value of 
the fundl?..mentel frequency . 
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On the basis of a fair a.mount of phonetic data it may be  
assumed that a more gradual rise (proceedinp: with lesser rapidity)  
in the fundemental frequenc:r during the syllable serves as a  
feature of stress,  
De.ta are available showinp; thfl.t the relative intensity of a 
consone..nt constitutes a useful feature (72J for ~istinguishin~ 
fricatives from each other [71]. However, the q_uestion has not 
yet been investigated at all which and how many parameters are used 
to describe a.udi toril:r a signal changi nr, ',ri th respect to intensity. 
In conclusion it is indispensable to turn to one more parameter 
that obviously must be assigned to the same level in the nrocessin~ 
of' the signal. This uarameter i.s the duration of the section 
(segment) of the signtl. 
The interest i~ this parameter consists in the fact that it 
makes obli~atory a preliminary segr:ientation of the utterance into 
sec"tions. 
There is no doubt that a hu.'l!an listener somehow determines 
the duration of segr.ients corresponding to vo,.,.els (it is possible to 
determine stress placement on the basis of comparin~ the durations 
of vo·,1els in a sequence; in a nuniber of languages the duration of 
vowels has phonemic signifies.nee}. It is also l<"..nm-m that the duration 
of the hold (approximation) of a consonant makes it possible to 
distinguis~ a double consonant from a sin~le one. 
There exist experimental data about the discrimination of the 
duration of the pa.use corresponding to the closure of u voic""less 
stop con5onant [73, 74], and about imitating the duration of a voiced 
stop consonant in an isolated CV syllable C49J. On the be.sis of 
these data it is possible to assume that the value of the duration 
of' e. segment, established by the auditory system, is a monotonic 
function of its physical duration. In the phonetic interpretation 
of the obtained value su~plementar'J information is ennloyed, concernin~ 
probabl.y the tempo of speaking and/or the duration of other nearb~r 
segments. 
The question appears completely unexplored regarding the mec~anism 
of audi tor:t segmentation of the utterance. Therefore we ean onl:v list 
some assumptions bearing on this question. 
The most obvious of these is the assUilIJ)tion th11t auditory Sef!ll!ents 
need not coincide with phonemes in the;sense that each segment contains 
information about one and only one phoneme and that the number or 
segments is equal to the number of ?honemes. 
One of the possible assumptions is that se1?J11entation is accomplished 
as a result of processin~ the com~lete spectral-temporal description 
of tbe signal, and the points of segmentation are established at 
instances at which significant changes take place in the spectral 
picture. This would correspond, logicalJ....v, to ass1L~inff that the 
isolation of segmentation signals proceeds at the same level as the 
isolation of parameters describing 'instantaneous' values of the 
spectral envelope and fine temporal structure. The functional meaning 
of segmentation signals might be that they control the consideration 
(transmission into short-term me~Or'J} of output signals from feature 
detectors, characterizing the d..Yna.~ics of 'instantaneous' nara..meters 
during the extent of the segment. 
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Another proposition is that segmentation si~nals are formed as 
a :result of processing 1.instantaneous I para.,neters, a.nd a separate 
segmentation might be :performed for each of the parameters. 
It is pro!ia.ole that the sef,Jllentation siimals cannot be processed 
at a rapid rate. Thus. according to ::osycho-acoustic da.ta, the 
te.~poral threshold of the perception of sequential ordering is 
approximately 20 msec c75J. 
5, The Phonetic Interpretation of Speech Stimuli 
5.1. Units emerging from the block of phonetic interpretation. 
Under the I,Jhonetic interpretation of a stimulus we understan<l 
the process of vorking out an auditory description of the stimullis, 
as_a result of which a de~inite articulatory reaction ma,.y be associate~ 
vith the stimulus. If large numbers of such reactions R1 and R2, 
observed in response to numerous repetitions of stimuli Xi and X2J do 
not differ among them~elves, we accept that one and the same nhonetic 
description, and one and the Sc!Jlle phonetic image corresnonds to both 
stimuli. 
The phonetic image may be specified either a.s the set of instructions 
for synthesizing the speech complex in case we consider it from the 
point of view of the final stages of transformation in imitation~ or 
as the designation of a multitude of stimuli (end a multitude of 
auditory descriptions) possessing certain ~iven nronerties, in case 
we consider it from the point of view of initial stages of trans-
formation t75J, 
Inasmuch as the phonetic i~~ge is an abstract description of 
both the acoustic stimulus end the motor complex, its internal structure 
must reflect the constraints that e.re essential both to the auditor:-, 
s:1stem and to the system of speech production. 
At the basis of contemporary linguistic investigations of lan~ua~e 
lies the assumption that the speech signal is described in perception 
and production in terms of a set of segmental units--phonemes, and 
suprasegmental units--prosodemes. This assu:raption ia supported by 
a series of experimental data. Thus~ a study of the mimicry of vowels 
(76J showed that in response to a signal> the subject selects one of 
a limited set of known configurations of the vocal tract. Thereby a 
certain category (multitude) of speech stimuli corresponds to each 
confiF,Uration, so that information about the required configuration 
may be represented in the phonetic :image in the form of a symbol. 
The contradiction, well known to engineers, between the linRUistic 
approach to a phonemic system and the 'technicel 1 (from the point of 
view of automatic speech recognition) descri~tion of phonetic images 
consists in the fact that the set of phonemes must be minimally small 
for a linguist, while the set of ~honetic ima~es need not meet this 
condition for s.n engineer. The requirement for economy may be left 
unsatisfied if' it counteracts the req_uirement for reliabilit~r in 
recognition, 
Cases in which the sets of phonemes and ohonetic images do not 
coincide a.re found in instances in which one and the same phoneme is 
realized in essentially different ways as a result of the influence 
of immediate phonetic context. As the most characteristic examnle 
of this we ma...v consider Russian vowels after hard and soft 
consonants: ta - t 1a, to - t'o 9 etc, C77, 78J. 
From th-;-21oint ofvi ewof the reliabili t:,• of auto:ne.tic 
recognition, it is useful to descri"':)e separately the groups of 
•towels after hard and soft consonants and to assign to them separate  
symbols. An experimental study of the percer,tion of these vowels  
sho~ed that listeners (native speakers of Russian) proceed in  
exactly this manner--they interpret the ff!_ of ta and the~ of t 1a  
as separate entities, although from the linguistic ~oint of viev  
they constitute one phoneme / e./ (78 J.  
At the present time enough date. have ':Jeen accum11lated C83. &l.J 
to maintain that the nwr,ber of different entities used by the brain 
of a native s~eaker of Ru~sian in the interpretation of vowels is 
larger than the number of vo,,el phonemes in the Russian languap;e 
established at the linguistic level. 
In order to designate these entities one might vant to introduce 
some kind. of new terminology, since they do not coincide completely 
with phonemes determined linguistica.lly. The essential difference 
·oetween them is 'that basically, from a linguistic point of vie•.r, 
redundant features of phonemes {those that arise, for example, as 
a result of the influence of some other phoneme) are not considered 
important for their description and isolation as separate phonemes, 
whereas for a listener it is indeed the redi.mdant features that are 
made use of. In the follo~ing discussion the term 'phoneme' ~ill 
be used, but the term ,.Till be understood to refer to the su'ojectiYe 
image employed by the bl'ain of the listener in the pl'oc:ess of sneec:1 
recognition. Other investigators use the term 'sound type 1 in this 
sense. 
It has been shown eXt:Jerimentally that a number of sub.j ective 
images--phonemes--ree.lly exists in the human nervous system, and 
the.t this number is not only finite but quite limited in size, 
Final data about the size of this nu.~ber for native speakers of each 
concrete language are not :-:et aYailahle. As ·..tas mentioned above, 
only the minimal set of phonemes is established linguistically; 
it is unclear, however, whether any arbitrary lin~istic phoneme 
can be associated vith a. phonetic inai?;e, For sol;ring this problem 
it is indispensable to turn to methods of experimental ps:rcholog;v 
that haYe been 'A•orked out in the last fe•,; years {the method of 
mimicry, the analysis of confusion matrices, the method of active 
search for boundaries along phonetic categories, and methods of 
psychological scaling), 
Let us consider how one miF,ht describe a phoneme taking it as 
a symbol denoting a certain range of auditory images and a certain 
articulatory complex. According to one of the methods for producing 
such a description, each one of the symbols is independent of e,rery 
other symbol. According to another auproach, the set of nhonemes 
is systematically arranged, and each phoneme is described b:,t listing 
the values of some of its 'distinctive' features. In this case, the 
number of features is significantly smaller than the number of phonemes. 
The idea. of stich a description of nhonemes belongs to U. S. Trubetzk.oy 
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C84J; it has been developed by R. Jakobson, M. !Ialle and G, Fant  
[31].  
The logic of such pro~ositions is rather obvious, if one looks  
at the phoneme as a set of instructions for the ~::nthesis of an  
a.:rticula.tory cornple:x. These instructions must relate to sneech  
organs (groups of muscles), and they can be considered as a set of  
elementary commands addressed to the various organs {Yoce.l folds,  
1 lips, different muscle groups of the tonp,ue etc.). One of the 
basic tasks of present-day p:iysioloi;r:ical nhonetics is to determine 
~hich sets of elementar::r instructions (motor co~ma...~ds} corresnond 
to :::ihonemes C85 J • · 
The idea, formulated by linp,uists, that phoneme sets are inherently 
systematic, also finds confirmation in s~ecifically linguistic 
regularities (positional and conditioned sound changes, historical 
sequences of changes, morphological re~ularities, etc.). The 
description of such :regularities anpears rn.ore economical, if a 
~honeme is represented not as an isolated symbol, but as n list of 
its distinctive feature values. 
Ex-perimental proof that human listeners recall ohonemes on 
the basis of a. set of" feature Yelues was produced in investi;.ce.tions 
by Wickelgren [86, 8,J and Galunov [82], In these experiments listeners 
vere presented series of six sound sequences, e.g. of the type CVC, 
where the Yowels \/ere different, but the consonants remained the 
same. ':'he subjects had to vrite down the sequences afte:r havin17 
heard the whole series. Mistakes made in writing down the recalled 
seauences were analyzed. It turned out that the mistakes have a very 
regular character. For each transmitted phoneme the:re exist sorne 
1close 1 phonemes with wh icn it is nost frequently confused. This 
could not be the case~ if the phonemes were remembered a.s isolated 
5J7nbols, u..~connected with eny other symbols--phonemes. 
Thus it is advantageous to accept that phonemic information, as 
it emerges from the block of 9honetic interpretation, must oe represented 
in terms of' abstract distinctive features. Which must be· the concrete 
set of these features and how many grnde.tions e:re possible for each 
feeture remains as yet unclear, 
Ver:r important is the question concerninf? the mutual connections 
between acoustic (auditory} features of the speech si~nal and the 
distinctive features of phonemes. The simnlest and most attraetive, 
although as yet experimentally unproven, is the proposition thnt 
distinctive features a.re binar:,r, and that for ea.ch distinctive feature 
there exists a corresponding decision ru.J.e, its nroper aecisive boundary 
in the space of auditory features. If the auditory ima~e that is 
called forth b:,~ the stimulus is located to one side of the boundary, 
the value of the stimulus accordinp to the distinctive feature has 
one sign, and if it occurs on the other side of the boundary, its 
value accordinp; to the distinctive feature has the opposite sign. 
It has been established sufficiently firmly at the present time  
that information concerning one and the same distinctive feature is  
contained in several acoustic (auditory) fea.tures of the stimulus  
[63, 89, 9]. This means t:iat the decisive bnundar:r ma:,r constitute  
a hyper-su.r.fa.ce in the s1')ace of these several auditor:, features. Tf  
the auditory features themselves are binary (cf. the r.recedin~ section),  
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the decisive boundary zna:r have the r.ia.ximally simple for::i 
where x; - the auditory feature (+I or -I), ki - the ~eir-ht of the 
given auditory feature . 
Recently obtained data concerninll: the decision rules that a:re 
employed in distinguishing between synthetic£_ and !!1. (75] fit into 
this kind. of a Prinitive 	scheme. It was also discovered that a hu.man 
subject is able to 1,ive a numerical estimate o~ tr.e closeness of 
the s.ynthetic stimulus to the ohonene C75J. This makes it nossihle 
to ad.TJ1it that information concernini;c the distinctive feature at the 
output of the phonetic interpretation block detel'"mines not only the 
sign of the function 
but also its modulus. This is equivalent to saying that what is 
re~embered is not a categorical decision concernin~ the class of 
phonemes (e.g. nasal or non-nasal) to which a r,.i:hren stimulus must 
belong, but the probability with which the s"timulus may belong to 
this class. 
The a.dvantaises of prese:rving this kind of information be.ve 
already been discussed above (section 2.2.). It was ex:oerimentallv 
proven by Lindner [90] that a final phonemic decision concerninP- an 
uncertain vowel may be me.de after the second vo~..rel follm..rinv the 
first one in time has been perceived. 
5.2. 	 The procedure of phonetic interpretation of auditory  
descriptions.  
Most complex appears to be the question concerninr,: the temporal 
organization of the process of phonetic interpretation. Direct 
experimental data concerning this question do not yet exist; however; 
some important recmirernents are known which must be met. One of 
them is that the procedure must ensure the collection of information 
that is contained in auditory features of nifferent nature, distributed 
in time vithin the limits of annroximate1,r one syllable (c:f. the 
surreys in [14, 90J). A second. and most i~portent require~ent is 
that the .failure to recogni.ze an element must not lead to its beinP" 
omitted--it must be indicated in the completed sequence of nhonetic 
images that at a given point within the sequence there was an 
unrecognized (partially recognized) element [90J. 
The first of these reauirements nresunnoses the existence of 
memor:r. Information re.e:arding distin;tive· features (let this be the 
meaning of the function 2=: kixi) must accumulate ..,.i th ea.c"': occurrence 
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(in the general case, non-simultaneous oc-currence) of the auditor:,.r 
features xi, x2, ... x0 . Tne second requirement oresunno$eS an 
obligator'/ segmentation and breakinr::-ur, of the data.. ln the contrar;r 
case, infor~ation aoout the first, not yet comrletely recoR~ized 
element ;.rill be mixed ~ri th in!'orma.tion ahout the second elel".lent in 
t~e temporal sequence. As a result the first element vill be left 
out, and the second. may be incorrectl:,- determined. It i:;eems to us 
that or.e ot the meet i.mportant tasks for the ir.trnediate future consists 
of wor}dnp: out several different rr.odelt> for procedu:-es would 
se.tisf:, both abo,re-mentioned reauire:ments, and of methods 
f'or their experimental verification. 
Below we will attempt t.o de::!cribe--a.s tet in a very t.entativc 
manner--a. ,.,.1.c.u.:,... for a series of reasons, 
and, to OUl" opinion, further ela'boration and 
testing. It mi{-';ht be called the h:rpothesis of syllable recol",nition. 
He propose that the process of phonetic interpretation includes 
the operation of a special program that marks off s~rllables (01)en 
s:rllables). It is clear that the isolation of elements constitutin;:;: 
r~yt'.'lI:lic and melodic striictures takes place during the perce~tion 
of very varied and not eYen necessaril:r speech-like The 
rhyth.7.ic and melodic structUl"e of a -ohra.se ma~r he transmitted 
b:r mea..'l"ls of signals thut are ,.rer~r remote from sr:eec:1 sounds. ":hf!,e 
exist data that some :patients ·Jith senso~, aphasia have no difficult::-
in renroducing the rh:rthmic structure of a phrase, a.lthom:i;h they can 
neithe" understa.nc it nor renroauce t~e ~e1uence of nhonetic ele~ent~ 
of vhich it is constituted [6J. 
Under Yery high spectral distortion a.nd corresnondin11:l:'t v-er.r 
low phonemic intelli~ibility of , the perception of' its rh;rt!"ITTlic 
structll.!"e is almost unaffected (90], This makes it ver:t 
to asstL~e that in s~eech perception two independent procedU.?:"es a.re 
employed in parallel. One is responsible for the se,PJ':entation of 
the stream of speech into syllables (elements of rhythmic seauencc) 
and the description o'f the 50-called prosodic characteristics of the 
sequence, the other is responsible for the description o~ the 
characteristic$ of each separate syllable, whic.h is accomnlis~ed in 
terr.:s of r,honemes or distinctive features. 
We just used the term 1 se,rpnentation 1 of the stream of' sneech. 
Since it is fre'1_uently used in Yery different meaninP:s, it is 
indispensable to dwell somewhat more specifically on what ~e have 
in mind. As of now we pronose onl.,v that as a result of some kind 
of e. ;procedu!"e every syllable is essociated with a kind of 'mark' 
(impulse), so that the number of that arise in the nrocess 
of listening to a sentence will be e~ual to the number of syllables 
in that sentence. 
From the fact that a humen is able to repeat a meanin~less 
sequence of T - 10 syllables without confusing their' order in time 
and without distortinl"". the prosody, it follo"s that •..then nereeived 
information is registered in memory certain reference JT'Ust 
be employed that allot,r one -to ?=roun toRether nhonetic and nrosodic 
infor:na.ticn abo,.lt the syllable a.nrl the syllable its order 
munber. T:1e role of suc-h reference must he nla.:tr.d b:.r the 
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propose°: s:-·llable impulses. It is nossi.11le, for exar-!'!le, to A.s s wne 
that the ~;-iort-term memory into which the s::,eed1 senuence is entered 
consists o:· K cells vhich are fil'J,.ed in seo_uence. The syllable 
impulse :pe:::-forms the role of a. .suitchinr: si1:rnal, s·,ritchin~ the 
outnut of the precedinf!" level .of the s~rnteri fror:i one cell to thP 
next. 
Allow:. n,:; f'or obliga.tor~r si..•i tchinp; makes it poss ihl e not to 
make final nhonemic decisions if sufficient information is not 
~vailu.ble durit'H". the extent of the syileble ~ it make~ the nosiibility 
of prolonp;ed "Ureser-..-ation of information repardinp: the innut 
stimulus cc~~~tible with the absence of confusion with d&ta rela~in~ 
to succest.ive phonemes. 
Up to now we ·have said that a separate mer:-.ory cell corres':"lonris 
to each successive syllable. However, we he.ve e.lso said that 
information within the cell is entered in terms of phonemes. 
Output signals of the precedin;,: ievel corresnond to a runninP: 
description of the stimulus in terms of auditory features. In order 
to proceed from one kind of description to the other it is necessar;t 
to use some kind of a. decoder. 
Our next proposition is that within the nervous S;','stern. the.re 
exists a series of identicallJ organized decoders (their nu.~ber is 
equal to the number of sYlla.bles that can be kept in memory 
simultaneously). The syllable impulse accomnlishes the successive 
switching of input information from one decoder to the other. Each 
separate decoder accomplishes the transition t'rom th~ sequence of 
auditory features prese!'lt durini:i: an open syllable to the descriution 
of this O?en s:rlla.ble in terrns of nhone!';es or distinctiYe features. 
The fact that the decoder must be desiimed to operate on onen 
syllables follor~s. firstly, from the fact that speech is articulated 
as a. sequenc,e of ope.n syll~bles ( the articulation of the vowels 
begins simultaneously with the articulation of the consonant [ 0 1. 
92]) ~nd, secondly, from the observation that the internretation 
ot: the stimt~lus during the consonant oart depends on the µropertien 
of' the stimulus durin~ the part of th~ followin~ rather than the 
preceding vowel [14, 93]. 
The use of open syllables in the capacity of input siP;nals to 
the decoder a-opears very reasonable both from the no:tnt of vie~r. of 
the procedure of phonemic recomiition and f'rom the point of vie•·r o!' 
the rele.tively low requirement;; to be made in this case ,,,i th re~ard 
to the procedure of segmentation. The coll.ection of information 
about the phopeme ma;-l be performed durinp: the ~rhole ter;,_poral se~ent 
in ;;hi ch this information is actually oresent; stationar-..r and transi-
tional par.ts may be utilized eq.ue.ll:1. The number of elements in the 
output alphabet of the decoder rna.y rJP. anproxin:ately equal to the 
number of 1)honern.es, since the contextual mutual influences may be 
accounted for in the decision rules themselves. 
Accordinr:; to the motor theo:rJ of perception. the •,rork of the 
decoder consists in transforming the nerceived siroial into a set of 
motor commands which ·would be re(1uired for imitatin;,: what is heard. 
i:Io•..- is the selection of reauired motor cornr.iands carried throur;o:h? 
it is difficult to suppose -that this is done b:1 the metnod of 
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surveying the complete set of hundreds of thousands of nossible  
variants of syllables. A parallel survey vould demand~ great  
expenditure of functional elements, and a sequential one--a. ~reat  
amount of time.  
It is possible to decrease the number of variants on the b?-sis 
of a. preliminary recoFl!}ition of units ..,,,.hich are simnly connected 
with elements of motor complexes. These units, obviously, must be 
close to phonemes. It may turn out that the reliability of 
recognizin~ phonemes on the basis of their acoustic characteristics 
vill not be hiP.h, it is possible to i~agine that in this case 
certain of the most :n::-o·oable phonern.es vill stand out •.. i th the 
indication of t:ieir -probabilities. After this~ motor comr,lexe~ 
are formed which a.re required for imitating se~uences of these 
most probable phonemes. The nu.'11.ber of possible v-arie.nts of such 
sequences will be smaller by several orders of magnitude than the 
initial number of possible variants. From these variants the 
variant "Will be selected that _possesses the maximal production values 
for three quantities: the a posteriori Probability of phonemes, 
their a priori probability, and the a priori probability of the 
sound sequence. The le.st two values reflect knovledge of' the lavs 
of the languaee. In this manner deci'sions a.bout the reco1:mition 
of sound types e.re made more precise simultaneously vith the re-
coding of the acoustic signal into motor commands, i.e., into a Yer;:r 
compact code. 
The procedure described here m~y explain one of the peculiarities 
of motor perception of' speech. At the s8.l:le time it is a short 
description of the above-mentioned algorithm for increasing the 
reliability of recognition on the basis of the redundancy of the 
signal C21J. 
LBt us return to segmentation. The basic require~ent to be 
set up for this procedure is that information pertaining to a 
phoneme in one syllable must not be attributed to a phoneme of 
anothe~ syllable. !tis granted that the syllable impulse a.rises 
somewhere in the tre.nsition from vowel to consonant. Omission of 
the transitional section is not dangerous from the point of' view of 
recognizing the consonants of the second syllable, since the transition 
contains ver:r little information (79, 83J; the possibility of attributinF 
this section to the consonant of the preceding syllable can be easily 
excluded on the basis of limitations incornorated in the schema of 
the decoder itsel.f {the consonant :follo,ring the vo·..Tel is excluded). 
It seems a priori obvious that the most complicated task in 
workini;,: oiJ t a model of this tYJfo is the recognition of consonant 
clusters. From this point of v-iew it appears extremely imnortant to 
obtain eX!")erimental data regardinA; the perception o:f consonant 
clusters in nonsense sound sequences. 
6. Scheme of a tfodel of Speech Perceotion 
Basing ourselves on all facts and assumptions discussed above, 
let us now attempt to outline the most plausible Reneral scheme of 
a mec~1anism intended for the recognition of a sufficiently large 
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f'lUrt::ati ty {? -- 3 tho1rnand) o:' sr'ol,cn ·.-·nrr::;. /. s.::e<:ch c-1:.p:r.al, 
constitut:i.m, a no~-t,tationar:r f'nnct.ion of tfre -r(t}, a!'rives flt 
the !.n-out of the r,ech:i.nisr.i. 'l'hP. m1triut 1)1oc}: rust is~ue a deci:,:.cY:1 
a·oout the assi fn>:1ent of the 1•.rnl:no·.-m re!!.l i ze.tion to one of the eA.rl ier 
inc.ice.ted 2 - 3 thou:;anri words of t:1... 1.extcor: :-0 ·,-ith e. relia'biJ.it:r 
F'0 , ;rhich is coin:!)'l.ra.bJ e to the relio.bili t:: ·,,it~ ,.,.h5.ch the:-P sr,eec~'i 
si,:i;nals ure 1;erceiven -~.,:, hum~n .listener,;. It f,;; clear- t?lR.t t':is 
mechunistn J;·ust r.a.ve 11 hierar-ch3 c:i.]. structure ,::,f the ty1"'e ren:!'ec.er'.'t:e-::1 
on Fir:. 1. It is indisnen~n.ble t-:: r::i.V~ r.-ore r,recise t:1e :.11m1:e:r- of 
stage~ (elementary A.Utor.:atn.), r.1al-'.e r-'!D!"A concr~te the content:, o-" 
each ~ta~e and aescrite the ~rocedure ror nrncessin~ the 3i~nal :c 
its :,rorores3 from t~,:i inni1t to th~ r,.utr,nt of the !'".ech.cinis,..,. 
:::t follo·.-1s fro:r.. the forer-oinr, thflt at eac~i hi e:ca:-:::riical lP-':r:l 
a bloc/, may be isolated that carr:es throur·h the -:1ercention nrocecur.! 
(receptor Y.i)• a decision-~akinF bloc): (classi~:er Di) and~ hloc~ 
statinv the decisions made ·.dt:i thP. !"eliabilit:r Pi (effecto:c f'1), 
It :t:1ay be exnected that l1ec!'l.U.St? of the lirrited aiii.l -\ties of the 
classifiers Di the recoenition of eleMents P.i ~ill he ~error~~d Yith 
an una.cceptabl:1 low reliabilit:,- P;. Tt wr,,uld ;-i,; w:;cful tn hn.vl" rlt 
ever'J level blocks (H;) fo!" the correction of error:;. Frrors :,i,'l.:r 1;r: 
eliminated on the be.sis of a nriori irrfornatior. ::i.~1out r;n,~F.ch .,i.,vi 
lani;uarz;e, which may be stored in lonp;-tet'r.! mer:or~r. ?his : nforr::i.tion 
is of riifferent kinr:s--it may constitute knmdedg"e about 1 il"li tat ions 
in the physical chru--~cteristics of the sneech nroduction annaratuc. 
or about lin?Uistic :rer-:ul.arities in the le.rnrual!e. 
Takim:: into 2.ccount ·.1hat :1as been $Edd, t:1e proc:enu:-e for 
recognizing elements at one of the levels r.ia:-' look lL~c ttc: f0120~,::.:-:,~ 
[95]. 
The classifier Di indicates :e;ome h:.r~c-theses ::-:i to ·,rhic:1 the 
vector of unkno\.i'n ree.lizetion Xi n:ay be attributed with the i:-r~atest 
prooability. It is lo'7ica.11:r ine,ri ta.hle that a. certR.in "::ilock ~·; 
( let us call it 'supervisor 1 ) be present, ,-rhich must evaluate the 
que.li ty of decisions being ma.de and, a.ccordinrr to necessi t~,r, include 
reserves of one kind or another for increasinp: the reliability of 
recoe-nition. The eYa.luation of the >1mtlity ma:,' consist i:, the 
simplest case of the deternination of the difference f.. Fi of the 
a posteriori proba.bilities of crn:rpetinr:- hypotheses Si. l, dec:isicn 
is considered satisfactory, if A Pi exceeds a certain fixed 
threshold v. 
Increasing the reliar.,ility rna;-r :J8 achiever. b:, nrovidinr. a more 
and more complete description of the realization Xi, i . e. , b~r the 
analysis of a wider rar,f,e of riara'Tleters. After that, ',,h<>n these 
possibilities have been exhausted, and t:. P1 < V , the super,risor 
includes block Hi (the error-correction block} on the basis of a 
priori informatio:, about the c:haracteristics of the s~eech tract 
or linlJ'Uistic regUlarities. 
l\s Wald has shown [96], this sequential procedure f0r increasinrr 
the reliability of recognition ensures mini:nal nathemat.ical exTiectation 
of cost for making the decision, 
It should ·be mentioned that the order in ·..-hich the!'.e or ot 11er-
mea.ns for i.ncreasiniZ the reliabilit:r of recorr:1.ition flt"e adontec'l 
denends on the relation.shin between the us~ful result of R p:1.vP.n ri<'!thc<l 
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and the cost of its realization. This i:"elationshio is a.s yet 
'unkno·~rn. to· us; \herefore the set and the· order of inclus ion of 
~eans by the sµpervisor may differ from what has heen described 
aboYe. 
If at an:r step the prcbabili ty of a. h:rnothesis exceeds th~ 
probability of a,ny other hypoth~sis 1;y r.:ore th~n v, then this. h:rnothesis 
Si is transm:j,tted to the input of the follovin;; ( i + 1th) staP.e of' 
recognition. In· the contrar~r case several of the most probable 
h;;tpotheses are rei;ained in litemor;;r, which are then transmitted to the 
input of the i + 1th lev-el one afte·r the other. in th~ order of 
decreasing probability. It is possible to imap;ine anothe:r--par1;1.1lel--
method, accordinrs to which all competinR hY!)otheses enter simultaneously 
at the in:puts of several classifiers of these.me tJne at the i + 1th 
level. 
If in the sequential scheme economy is achieved with respect to 
tlle number of functional eler.ients. then in the parallel scheme the 
time needed for decision~making is decreased, The effectiverieas of 
parallel application of algorithms for solving complex tasks in 
computinf systems [~'TJ points to the usefulness qf a pa.ra.llel scheme 
for pro~essine information, esneciall:,• •,:hen it is necessar~r to ohtain 
high :productivity on the basis of slowly actinP" functicnsl elements~ 
hovever, ~e do not yet kno~ direct experimental facts in favor of one 
or the other scheme for the processinp of inf.'onna.tion lr,, the brRin. 
Facts presented in the bep:inninr; of this wQrk spea~ in faYor of 
the assumption that on the level at ~hich ~honemes are recognized, a 
decision is made taking into a~count information scattered over a 
segment of the type of an open sy!J,.able. It follo,,,.s from here that 
in the scheme of the automaton tnere nust be a block for the segmenta-
tion (Ci) of the strea.'Tl of speech into open syllables. It is uroba.ble 
that blocks devoted to the seronentation of the speech str~am into one 
or a.nether kind of sections must' be present a.lso at other hierarchical 
levels. Thus besides X, D, S, P there must b.e present blocks q, J!, 
and C. What wiil the procedure of :r.,rocessin1I the soeech signal now 
look like, wh.en it passes throup;h the recognition mechanism? Tn the 
sequential variant (Fi~. 3) the soeech si~nal f{t) is transfom.ed 
at the very beginning into a rather complete description in t~e snace 
(X) or frequency .and time. Durin~ a section ( 1vindow') of a certain 
duration, determined by the short-tenn me~o:ry capacity of the input 
chains of the auditoriJ analyzer, some features (S1).are isolated of 
the type of static and d:rne.mic characteristics of formants, character-
istics of the noise part of the spectrum etc., not"rnaliz.ed for loudness, 
tempo and some other para.meters. It is nossible that this procedure 
is articulated into a series of smaller stages, as, ror example~ 
loudness normalization, isolation of static characteristics, te~no 
normalization, determination of dyna.rnic characteristics, etc. 
In technical models the sep;mentator C1 ma,.v be needed f'or 
establishing the bou."1daries of the temnoral 'window'. 
The indispensable reliability of recognition (P1 ) of featurei, 
ma.y be obtained by using information about ph71sical laws of speech 
production of the follovinP, type: the freouency of t~e fundW'11ental 
cannot be changed faster than at a certain speed; simultaneous 
existence of such and such features is impossible: after a ~ive~ 
f(t) 
Pig. 3  
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combination of features, the occurrence of another given set of 
fea.tu.r-es is most proba,ble, etc. 
In livtng systems this information is pro.bably included in the 
construction of Qioak$ tha.t measure the characteristics of .a speech 
signal in the form of time cg,netants, bandwidths, i:;cheri.es for 
suppre:ssing or :sharr,ening va.r:i.ous maxima etc. Tri t.echnica.l mechanisms, 
information e.bcut speech product~on may be sto;r-ed in the lon.P:-·t.erm 
memory i:!1 . 
The use of this ~ind of infq:rma.tion is continued until the 
prob11.bility of a certain Yariant of features becomes greater than 
the probability or other variants relative to a certain threshold 
valul3 v. This variant enters at th~ innut of the next $taa;e of 
transformation, wher.e the sequence 'of such features constitutes the 
space of description X2, 
If the difreren~e between rrobabilities is sm~ller than v. then 
several variants of I"eatures Sl a,-e kept in memory. 
On the second level the recon;nition of phonemes {82) takes nla.ee. 
For this purpose, the classifier D2 employs inforr.:ation from the: open 
s:rilable type se€'31lent, t1hose boundaries are determined by the seP.nen-
tator C2. For reducing the nu.'T!ber of :nossible •.rat'hmts of a certain 
phoneme, information is used that is contained in the description X~, 
and· afterva.rds. if necessary, also information from '.f2 concerninr: the 
structure of phoneme sequences. For this_p,;r:oose. block H2 formulates 
sequenc·es of most probable variants of phon:emes and, takinP: into 
consideration a.11 this 8. ~oste:dori and e. priori knO'i·Tledge • selects 
the most probable sequence. Ir the difference in probability or t~1~ 
selected sequence and any arbitrar:,. ser:iuence exceeds a certain 
threshold~. then the ~honemic code of the syllable is transmitted 
to the input of' the folloving block. In the contra.:ry case. a. 
categorical decision is not made and the phoneme codes S2 of sever!'il 
(most probable) syllables a.re retained in memory. If there are too 
many variants, the procedure may be repeated, calling forth another 
variant of features x2 along the iine Q2 - Q1 at the input of the 
block. 
In order to recognize words from the lexicon 80 the snace X3 
must contain, in addition to phoneme codes., information a.bout stresses. 
The segmentator c3 carries through the aell;lientation of the speech 
stream into sections stretching from one stress to the next. Two 
such neighboring sections contain as a minimum one word of tne 
;te:<icon S0 • The search for the needed word and the simulta.neous 
determination of its boundari~s m~y be accomplished by means of the 
alP,orithm of' Lisenko C24J. At this sts.g:e as weli as earlier, a.d.di-
tional a. priori knowledge from 113 about the elements or the lexicon 
may be used {block H3) in the selection or a decision, and it' it 
should prove indispensable, other vari~nts of the nh~nemic sequences 
may be sunm1oned { aJ.onP, the line 03 - Q.2) to the input { X 3) . 
Differing from this t in the trnheme ,rith blocks vorkina in a 
:narallel mode (Fi~. 4} several most :probe.b:J,.e Yariants of' features 
a.re sir.tulta.neously tran~mitted to the in-put of the secgnc'l level.s1
In each of C?. branches the clasdfier D2 (.j ). establishes whether 
the Yeetor x2{j ) belon~s to one of the phonemes of' the alnh_a.bet R2. 
f (I) 
I-' 
hl 
r: 
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Th"'( ·111ost pro1iable hv1)otheses are t::-ansn.i tted by the sune:rvisors 
ct2 j J to the input of sunervisor o.2 • which functions in the sa..11e 
way a.s r.: 2 in the sequential ,,.ariant. 
The peculiarities of the functionin~ of blocks vorking in 
parallel at the third level of recoF,nition a.re analo;,:ous. 
These schemes do not contradict presently known facts ahout 
human speech perception. At the same time we a.re conscious of the 
possibili t~! that a further development of investip:ations in this 
area. may lead either to a concretization of these schemes or tc a 
necessit:: for chan,ginp; them in very basic ways. 
We believe that the tasks im.'i!.edia.tel:y ahead consist of f~ther 
investi~ations of the structure, methods of functioninR and inter-
actions of human prototyy,es o:f the hlocks ~..rhich enter the scherr,es 
presented above. 
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